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The dual-pathway model of auditory signal processing
Wen-Jie WANG, Xi-Hong WU, Liang LI
Department of Psychology, Speech and Hearing Research Center, Key Laboratory on Machine Perception, Ministry of
Education, Peking University, Beijing 100871, China
Abstract: Similar to the visual dual-pathway model, neurophysiological studies in non-human primates have suggested that
the dual-pathway model is also applicable for explaining auditory cortical processing, including the ventral “what” pathway
for object identification and the dorsal “where” pathway for spatial localization. This review summarizes evidence from human
neuroimaging studies supporting the dual-pathway model for auditory cortical processing in humans.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Auditory scene analysis Perhaps the most intriguing
question in auditory scene analysis is how listeners are able
to identify, locate, and characterize individual sound sources[1].
Particularly in a cocktail party environment, parallel processing of both information of acoustic features and information
of spatial locations of sound sources is critical for listeners.
How the central auditory system processes “what” and
“where” information is clearly an important issue in contemporary auditory neuroscience.
Before we review the recent literature associated with
the existence of “what” and “where” auditory streams in
human auditory cortex, we first briefly review the visual “what”
and “where” dual-pathway model, because some interpretations of auditory anatomical and functional data are significantly influenced by this visual processing model.
1.2 Visual “what” and “where” segregation pathways It
has been well known that different dimensions of visual information are processed by more than thirty visual cortical
areas in the monkey cortex[2], which compose two different
functional streams[3,4]. The occipitotemporal pathway, or venCorresponding author: Liang LI
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tral stream, is crucial for identifying objects, and the occipitoparietal pathway, or dorsal stream, is crucial for judging spatial locations and/or spatial relations among objects guiding
movements in the space[3,5]. Specifically, neurons in the areas of the ventral stream selectively respond to shape, color,
and texture[6] of the visual object, whereas neurons in the
middle temporal area and other areas of the dorsal stream
selectivity respond to speed and direction of stimulus motions[7].
Some striking similarities have been revealed between
the human visual cortex and the monkey visual cortex by
functional brain-imaging studies. Functional brain imaging
techniques using positron emission tomography (PET) and
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) can measure
hemodynamic changes, blood flow, and blood oxygenation
in cortical areas, as indirect measures of cortical neural activity[8,9]. The existence of separated processing streams has
been examined via instructing human subjects to perform
object-identity or spatial-localization tasks analogous to the
tasks used in monkeys[10,11]. These studies show that regions
in the ventral occipitotemporal cortex become more activated
in the object identity tasks and regions in the dorsal occipitoparietal cortex become activated in the spatial-localization
tasks, in agreement with results from studies using monkeys[12].
Nevertheless, the neural computational strategies in the
auditory system are quite different from those in the visual
system. For example, acoustic spatial information is onedimensionally conveyed by the motion of the tympanic
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membrane, which leads to that auditory spatial information
cannot be represented as a simple one-to-one mapping at the
level of the peripheral receptors, but must be computed from
binaural-difference cues, including the interaural level difference (ILD) and the interaural time difference (ITD).
Mammalian primary auditory cortex (PAC, or auditory
area I: AI), which receives both monaural and binaural inputs
from subcortical auditory nuclei as well as extensive interhemispheric projections, occupies a relatively later stage in
the information-processing hierarchy than does the visual
cortex, due to the greater anatomical complexity of the audi-
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tory subcortical pathways. It has been suggested that certain synaptic properties and connectivity patterns of PAC
are specific for extracting spectrotemporal feature information[13-15]. Hence, information processing of visual system
and that of the auditory system may be quite different.
1.3 Auditory cortex studies in non-human primates
1.3.1 The structural organization of auditory cortex The
auditory cortex in the macaque can be divided into a central
core region surrounded by the belt and parabelt regions oriented along the long axis of the superior temporal lobe[16-20]
(Fig. 1). In addition, the macaque auditory cortex has widely-

Fig. 1 A, Lateral view of the macaque cerebral cortex. B, Enlarged view of the principal auditory areas in the macaque cerebral cortex. AI, auditory area
I; AL, anterolateral area; CL, caudolateral area; CM, caudomedial area; CPB, caudal parabelt; ML, middlelateral area; R, rostral area; RM,
rostromedial area; RPB, rostral parabelt; RT, rostrotemporal area; RTL, lateral rostrotemporal area; RTM, medial rostrotemporal area; STG,
superior temporal gyrus; STS, superior temporal sulcus. Adapted from reference[18].

Fig. 2 Neural connections of the auditory cortex. Red and blue frames represent the rostral areas and the caudal areas of parabelt and frontal lobe,
respectively. Correspondingly, red and blue arrows indicate the axonal connections projected from the rostral parabelt and caudal parabelt,
respectively. The yellow frames represent the three main regions within the temporal lobe, and the black arrows represent the axonal connections
projected from the temporal lobe.
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distributed reciprocal extrinsic connections with rostral superior temporal gyrus (STG), insula, inferior parietal lobe (IPL),
lateral prefrontal cortices, lateral amygdaloid nucleus, and
subcortical structures including dorsal and medial divisions
of the medial geniculate complex, putamen, inferior and superior colliculi (Fig. 2). The core, belt, parabelt, and their extrinsic connections can be considered as the various levels
in the auditory processing hierarchy[18].
The core is constituted with three fields: the most caudal AI, the most rostral field rostrotemporal area (RT), and the
rostral area (R) between AI and RT[18] (for a review see[21]).
Each of the core fields is characteristic of primary (or primary-like) sensory cortex. For examples, neurons in the core
response to pure tones with the high frequency selectivity
and short latencies, and all the core fields receive major axonal projections from the ventral nucleus of the medial geniculate body. Particularly, these core fields have well-developed layer 4 of granule cells which densely express both
cytochrome oxidase, (the metabolic enzyme for deactivating
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine) and parvalbumin (the
calcium-binding protein). Unlike the primary visual cortex and
the primary somatosensory cortex, the auditory core fields

not have heavy connections with the core, and connections
with the ventral medial geniculate are minimal, indicating that
the belt may mediates auditory information flows from the
core to the parabelt and even higher order cortical areas[21].
Based on differences in connections, the parabelt has
been divided into rostral and caudal divisions[18]. The rostral
parabelt (RPB) receives projections mainly from rostral belt
fields, whereas the caudal parabelt (CPB) receives projections mainly form caudal belt fields, and both divisions also
receive projections from the rostromedial (RM) field of the
belt.
The RPB projects to more rostral portions of the STG,
whereas the CPB projects to the caudal end of the STG. The
regions of the frontal lobe that receive projections from the
parabelt include the frontal eyefield, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, and the orbital
frontal cortex. Interestingly, based on the projection pattern
of the parabelt to temporal and frontal cortex, it has been
suggested that there are two both anatomically and functionally separate pathways for processing spatial and
nonspatial auditory information[16,17]. Spatial and nonspatial
regions of the prefrontal cortex are the targets of projections

interconnect only with each other and with its neighbor, the
belt, without long-distance projections. Thus the belt must
be the obligatory second stage of auditory cortical processing,
making the parabelt not to have direct access to core
information. Each core field also connects reciprocally with
several belt fields and the homotopic core field in the opposite hemisphere via the corpus callosum.
The belt, which has its dense connections with the core
and the dorsal and medial divisions of the medial geniculate
body, consists of eight fields with various representations
of the cochlea. The densest projections to the caudal fields
of the belt are from AI, and more rostral belt fields receive
dense projections from R or RT. Unlike neurons in the code,
neurons in belt fields respond better to narrow-band noises
than pure tomes, suggesting wider frequency-channel inputs to belt fields (for a review see[18]).
The rostral and caudal subdivisions of the parabelt, located between the rostral and caudal poles of the belt region,
have connections with the belt region[18,21]. The parabelt also
connects with a number of thalamic nuclei, including the
dorsal and magnocellular divisions of the medial geniculate
complex[22] and the medial pulvinar[18]. However, parabelt does

originating from caudal and rostral fields of non-primary (belt
and parabelt) auditory cortex, respectively.
Thus, as summarized by Kaas and Hackett[18], auditory
cortical signal processes can be divided into four stages,
which occur in the core, belt, parabelt, and targets of parabelt
projections, respectively. The formation of the “what” and
the formation of “where” pathways (see below) have their
roots in these four-stage processes.
1.3.2 “What” and “where” streams In electrophysiological studies, when comparing the spatial selectivity of single
neurons across the caudal and rostral belts and the parabelt
region of rhesus monkeys, neurons located in caudolateral
areas are the most sharply tuned and those in rostrolateral
areas are most broadly tuned. However, when comparing the
selectivity to “what” signals, such as monkey calls, neurons
located in rostrolateral areas are more selective than those in
caudolateral areas[23-26]. These relative differences in stimulus selectivity have lead to the formation of the concept of
dual ventral-“what” (object-related) and dorsal-“where”
(space-related) auditory-processing streams, with separated
projections arising in the caudal and rostral superior temporal plane (STP) to the spatial (i.e., areas 8a, caudal 46d) and
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Fig. 3 Prefrontal connections of auditory cortex in macaque monkeys.
Adapted from reference[19].

nonspatial (i.e., areas 10,12vl, rostral 46d) areas in prefrontal
cortex [16, 17, 19, 27, 28] (Fig. 3).

2 “What” and “where” pathways in human
auditory cortex
Here we start to review the recently published literatures related with investigations of the existence of “what”
and “where” auditory processing streams in human cerebral
cortex, including non-invasive studies using fMRI, electrical
event-related potentials (ERPs), magnetoencephalography
(MEG), and cortical lesion methods. MEG measures the weak
magnetic fields produced by electric currents flowing in
neurons, and is a useful non-invasive technique for investigating human cerebral cortex activity with the time resolution better than 1 ms and the spatial resolution of 2-3 mm[29].
2.1 Human auditory cortex anatomy Human auditory cortex shares the similar organizational scheme with the macaque
and other primates, consisting of a central primary area, the
core ( Brodmann areas 41 and 42; Heschl’s gyrus, HG), which
is tonotopically organized and surrounded by multiple nonprimary fields (Brodmann area 22, planum temporale: PT)[30-34]
(for a review see[18]; Fig. 4).
2.2 Non-invasive studies
2.2.1 Functional imaging studies Using identical noise
bursts in both the pitch and spatial discrimination tasks with
differing instructions to human subjects, Alain et al. assessed
participants’ regional cerebral activity associating with the
pitch task and spatial discrimination task, respectively[35]. By
pressing one of three buttons, participants indicated whether
the second noise burst (S2) was lower, identical, or higher in
pitch than the first noise burst (S1), regardless of its location;

Fig. 4 Schematic drawings of the horizontal view of principal auditory
areas in the human left STG. Adapted from reference[34].

or S2 was at a leftward, an identical, or a rightward position
relative to S1, regardless of changes in pitch. They directly
compared the changes in hemodynamic responses obtained
during the pitch task with changes in the responses obtained
during the location task. Primary auditory cortices, extending anteriorly to auditory association cortices on STP and
the right inferior frontal gyrus had greater activation associated with the pitch judgment. Conversely, selectively processing sound locations was associated with the enhanced
blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal in bilateral
posterior temporal areas, inferior and superior parietal cortices compared with the pitch judgment. This study provides
the direct evidence that the neural systems involved in identifying and localizing auditory objects are functionally and
neuroanatomically segregated based on task demands even
when stimuli are identical across tasks.
Nevertheless, studies in this line of dissociation of
“where” and “what” processing have adopted working
memory paradigms that require sound information to be
perceived, temporarily stored, reorganized, and then compared with a test stimulus. Thus the spatial- and nonspatialprocessing dissociation in neural pathways may result from
numerous cognitive processes. The dissociation can take
place at the time intervals of slow evoked responses of P3
and positive slow wave (PSW): the occipito-temporal generator of the P3 is activated more strongly during the performance of the location task, while the activity of the temporal
generator of the PSW is enhanced during working memory
processing of sound pitch[36]. In addition, the “where”-ver-
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sus-“what” dissociation pattern in working memory tasks
varies across task stages, such as the sample, delay, and test
periods as used in study of Rämä et al.[37], and the early and
later stages used in study of Arnott et al.[38]. Furthermore,
the dissociation may not be specific to certain types of acoustic stimuli, but reflect a general spatial versus nonspatial
distinction. For example, similar dissociation was observed
by using band-pass noise[35,38] and using speech samples[37].
Maeder et al.[39] also found that comparison of activation by recognition versus localization with activation by
localization versus recognition show the segregated pathways involved in sound recognition and those in sound
localization. In the recognition task, participants were asked
to press a button when they recognize the animal cries under
the background of everyday environment, and in the localization task they were asked to discriminate whether two 500ms-long white noise tracts under the white noise background
were presented at the same or at two different locations within
the same hemifield. Their results show that bilateral middle
temporal gyrus (MTG) , precuneus, and the left posterior
part of inferior frontal gyrus were more activated by
meaningful, environmental sounds recognition than white

tween conditions with changing pitch and fixed pitch produced bilateral activation involving lateral HG, anterior planum
PT, and planum polare (PP) anterior to HG, extending into
STG, while contrasts between all conditions with changing
spatial location and fixed location produced bilateral activation involving posterior PT, which is bilaterally posterior to
those for pitch change.
However, using the fMRI method, Barret et al. found
that the pitch-related activity in PT also overlapped with the
response to the spatially shifting sound source, suggesting
that anterior PT is not specialized for spatial or non-spatial
processing[42]. They manipulated both the pitch feature (nopitch noise, fixed-pitch noise, or varied-pitch noise) and the
spatial feature of noise stimuli. Compared to no-pitch noise
bursts, pitch noises produced widespread bilateral activation within and anterior to HG, PP, and the anterior part of PT.
Compared to diffuse sound sources, compact sound sources
evoked activation in bilateral PT, which was different from
activation associated with pitch. They also found that the
different spatial information were not equally associated with
the “where” stream: the posterior auditory cortex prefer responding to location shifts of compact sounds rather than

noise tracts sound localization; while lower part of IPL, posterior parts of middle and inferior frontal gyri were more activated bilaterally by sound localization than sound recognition.
Passive listening to stimuli also yielded distinct activation
patterns: MTG and posterior prefrontal cortex on both sides
were more activated by listening to meaningful than to
spatialized sounds, while the inferior part of IPL and the posterior part of STG were more activated on both sides by listening to spacialized than to meaningful sounds[39], which
indicated that the differential activation of the two pathways
resulting from an organizational principle of human auditory
cortex rather than the possible attention or motor biases involved in the active task.
A large region involving STP posterior to HG in human
auditory association cortex belongs to PT, which has been
suggested to be crucial in distinguishing different types of
sound patterns, including auditory spatial information and
sound object spectrotemporal features[40,41]. PT may play a
role in gating auditory information between the “what” and
“where” streams. Using the fMRI method, Warren et al. demonstrated that some subregions within human PT process
particular sound attributes[34]. In this study, contrasts be-

changes of spatial width.
2.2.2 Interaction of “what” and “where” processing Some
visual recognition theories suggest that through bottom-up
and top-down interactions, the faster “where” visual pathway may provide earlier rough object identity assessment
for the slower and more detailed object identification in “what”
pathway [43] . An early top-down projection from the
orbitofrontal cortex to the visual cortex may facilitate the
object recognition. Electrical physiological studies have also
demonstrated the latency advantage of the dorsal over the
ventral visual pathway in Macaque[44].
Human psychophysical studies have indicated that the
interaction of “where” pathway and “what” pathway must
be existent in the auditory system. When two highly correlated sounds are presented by two spatially separated
loudspeakers, if the onset delay between the two sounds is
sufficiently short, the listener perceives only one fused sound
image as coming from the leading loudspeaker without perceiving a second distinct sound image as coming from the
lagging loudspeaker. This perceptual fusion is certainly related to auditory spatial processing and can be used for inducing perceived spatial separation of uncorrelated sounds.
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For example, when two uncorrelated sounds A and B are
presented by a loudspeaker to the listener’s left and a loudspeaker to the right, and the left loudspeaker leads the right
loudspeaker for sound A by 3 ms and the right loudspeaker
leads the left loudspeaker for sound B by 3 ms, the listener
perceives sound A as only coming from a location near the
left loudspeaker and sound B as only coming from a location
near the right loudspeaker. Thus the sound-A image and the
sound-B image are spatially separated, even though both
sounds are physically delivered by each of the two
loudspeakers. Interestingly, when sound A is used as the
masker and sound B is used as the target signal, although
perceived spatial separation between A (masker) and B
(signal) does not substantially changes acoustics at the
listener’s ears, it significantly improves (unmasks) recognition of the signal, indicating that the fusion-related spatial
processing affects perception of non-spatial features of the
target signal[45,46]. Moreover, when the target signal is speech,
unmasking effect caused by perceived spatial separation is
much larger when the masker is speech than when the masker
is steady-status speech-spectrum noise. The results indicate that the unmasking effect of perceived spatial separa-

auditory “where” and “what” pathways reflects the brain
processing strategy of using the interaction between bottom-up and the top-down signaling in complex environments.
In the visual system, fast signal-driven (bottom-up) pathways activate the left orbitofrontal cortex to process low spatial-frequency information for coarse “initial guesses” of
object identifying, and the obitofrontal cortex in turn topdown modulates the recognition-related areas in the temporal cortex, allowing both attention to be shifted to the target
object and precise processing of detailed non-spatial features of the target object[43]. In the auditory system, spatial
information of a novel acoustic event is rapidly and coarsely
processed in the posterior auditory to shift and maintain attention to the relevant auditory object, allowing the “what”
pathways to process detailed non-spatial information.
However, the neural circuits of the feedback projections
and its temporal process have not been clearly demonstrated
in human cerebral cortex. Our knowledge to this interaction
needs further extension. MEG measurements have shown
that the posterior auditory “where” stream is activated significantly earlier (about 30 ms) than the anterior “what” stream[48].
This study also demonstrated that the human non-primary

tion is modulated by perceptual, cognitive, and/or even linguistic processing of non-spatial features of speech. We propose that the interaction between perceived spatial separation and speech recognition in the presence of maskers can
be used as a new behavioral model for brain-imaging studies
of the interaction of auditory “where” and “what” pathways.
MEG studies[47] in humans have shown that there are
two auditory cortical sources that contribute to the N1
response: an earlier N1 that originates in the posterior auditory cortex and is less sensitive to sound frequencies, and a
later N1 that originates in the anterior auditory cortex and is
narrowly tuned to sound frequencies. In addition, with decreasing sound novelty by repeated sound presentations,
the amplitude of the posterior N1 source is rapidly
suppressed, whereas that of the anterior N1 source is less
affected. It is suggested that the posterior auditory cortex,
which is associated with “where” processing, is important
for fast analysis of novel sound location and attentional
orientation. On the other hand, the anterior auditory cortex is
more involved in subsequent attentional analysis of the fineobject features[47].
Similar to the visual system, the interaction between the

auditory cortex processes speech-sound identity and location in parallel with anterior “what” (in anterolateral HG, anterior STG, and posterior PP) and posterior “where” (in PT
and posterior STG) pathways as early as 70 to 150 ms from
the stimulus onset. These results are supported by a recent
ERP study[49].
One fMRI-constrained ERP source analysis also indicates that location changes are processed faster than pattern changes by about 100 ms[50]. The location change condition (using head-related transfer function) elicits activity
in the posterior temporal area PT and posterior superior temporal area about 300 ms after the stimulus onset, while the
pattern change (two different animal vocalizations) elicits a
broader and more pronounced dipole response in the more
anterior parts of the temporal cortex, i.e., anterior STG and
superior temporal sulcus (STS), PP, lateral HG and anterior
PT, about 400-500 ms after the stimulus onset.
2.2.3 Cross-modal studies The segregation between object
recognition and spatial processing seems to be a general
principle of the cortical function organization, since the what/
ventral-where/dorsal model is also valid in the cross-modal
audiovisual stimulation. Sestieri et al. used both visual and
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auditory stimuli for performing either a semantic content recognition or a spatial position localization matching task[51].
The fMRI results show that the cross-modal localization task
elicited more activity than the recognition task in bilateral
precuneus, right IPL, right intraparietal sulcus, and the right
superior occipital cortex. Regions responding to the crossmodal recognition task more than the localization task were
found in the bilateral inferior occipital gyrus and the left lateral temporal cortex including the anterior part of STS and
STG.
2.3 Lesion studies Clinical disorders of central auditory
function have also shown that the dissociation between
sound localization and sound recognition associated with
distinct cerebral lesion regions. Patients with severely deficient in recognition of environmental sounds but normal in

auditory localization had the lesion in some regions, including the left superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri, lateral
auditory areas, and the anterior parts of the temporal lobe.
However, severely deficient in auditory motion perception
and partially deficient in auditory localization, but normal in
recognition of environmental sounds, was accompanied with
damage to a dorsal temporo-parieto-frontal region[52,53].

3

Summary

The dual-pathway auditory-processing model is summarized in Fig. 5. Based on the existing literatures mentioned
in this review article, it is clear that the segregation as well as
the interaction of the spatial-feature processing and nonspatial-feature processing reflects one of most important functional organizations of human auditory cortex. Here we pro-

Fig. 5 The dual-pathway model for explaining auditory processing in human cortex. The wave color of red and blue indicate the different pitch
information. The yellow pathway indicates the spatial information pathway. The pink pathway indicates the nonspatial information pathway.
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pose that this functional organization is critical for facilitating auditory scene analyses under noisy, even reverberant
environments.
Under such adverse environments, the auditory system
has to be able to differentiate sound waves from various
sources, selectively analyze the target signals, and suppress
irrelevant stimuli. Due to the limited capacity for deeper informational processing, the auditory system needs to set up
a target signal among complex signal sources before it carries out processing of detailed acoustic features. Sound localization appears to be the first processing stage. According to the model illustrated in Fig. 5, spatial information of
acoustic objects is proposed to be projected from the primary auditory cortex into PT, then transferred to IPL, post
parts of middle inferior frontal gyri, and superior frontal
regions. It is well known that sound localization largely depends on auditory processing of interaural time differences.
Binaural timing information can be translated into regionspecific activity in the auditory cortex. More specifically, the
interaural temporal processing of lateralized sounds elicits
responses in the contralateral PT, and when the interaural
time cue changes in association with a movement, the responses become stronger and extend further into adjacent
regions of the IPL[54]. The involvement of IPL in processing
of spatial information implies that attention starts to play a
role in the task, because it has been confirmed that the multiple-modal IPL is important in processing visual spatial information and orienting visual attention[55,56]. Indeed, when
the auditory task requires listeners to selectively compare or
evaluate the location of sound source, IPL activity is specifically enhanced[54,57,58], confirming that the parietal cortex also
plays an important role in modulating auditory spatial
attention. To further enhance the listener’s attention to the
target signal, the prefrontal cortex becomes activated through
the fast “where” pathway originating in the auditory cortex,
and then projects to STG to facilitate the sound pattern analyses of non-spatial “what” information. Under the prefrontal
top-down modulation, the anterior portion of auditory cortex
(including anterior STG and MTG, and STS) has been further
activated in analyses of certain types of spectrotemporal
pattern, from simple spectral variance to voices and speech[59-61],
allowing the brain to further encode target-signal details (for
a meta-analysis see[62]). Finally, co-activation of the anterior
temporal cortex and the inferior frontal cortex are critical for
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conscious perception of the target at both global and local
levels. Because selective attention plays a role in this interaction between “where” and “what” processing, irrelevant
signals (masking signals) in the environment are suppressed
at the same time. As mentioned, recent studies have confirmed that perceived spatial separation between target
speech and masker can allow listener to selectively attend to
target speech and ignore masking stimuli, leading to a release of target speech from masking, particularly from speech
masking[45,46].
It should be noted that the number of auditory processing streams may not be limited only to two. There could be
several ‘streamlets’ involved in various aspects of auditory
perception, such as a dorsal “how” pathway proposed to
computing the spatiotemporal modulation of sounds[63].
Clearly, future investigations are needed to enrich our knowledge of the functional organizations of the sensory/perception systems of the brain.
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听觉信号加工的双通路模型
王雯洁，吴玺宏，李量
北京大学心理学系，言语和听觉研究中心，视觉听觉国家教育部重点实验室，北京 100871

摘要 ：神经电生理学研究发现，处理视觉信息的人大脑皮层的双通路模型概念也适用于非人灵长类动物大脑皮层
听觉信息的加工，
即存在一条识别物体特征的腹侧通路和一条加工空间信息的背侧通路。
本文系统地总结了近年来
有关人类听觉加工的脑成像研究，并根据这些实验结果对人听觉双通路的加工理论模型进行了讨论。
关键词：听觉感知；听觉定位；听觉物体识别；核磁共振功能成像

